Quit Tea Temporarily Out Of Stock
Quit Tea, the top selling alternative smoking cessation aid, has been out of stock for a few weeks in May,
2014, as the company has trouble keeping with with demand for large orders domestically and
internationally.

NEW YORK, NY., May 8, 2014 – The best selling alternative quit smoking aid, Quit Tea, has been
flying off the shelves and quickly selling out online this Winter and Spring, and the company has had
trouble keeping up with demand. There probably will not be any Quit Tea available for a few weeks
this moth week as orders kept stacking up; as more was made it went immediately out the door.
Some retailers have been waiting for a number of week to receive their orders place through Select
Nutrition Distributors. To make it up to retailers, the company is offering a free box Quit Tea and
display case of samples to help boost in store sales. Retailers with an account from Select Nutrition can
also get a one time discount.
The company is working on increasing production to keep enough inventory on hand, without having it
sit in a warehouse for long. Even though Quit Tea has at least a 2 year shelf life, the company wants the
herbs to be as effective and potent as possible, so they try to not let the product sit in the warehouse for
more than a few months. Quit Tea is produced in relatively small batch runs to ensure the potency of
the herbs. Plus they are always improving the packaging, including the new recent tea envelope over
wrap and package design.
Quit Tea has been exporting a significant amount of tea to China, Western Europe and South Africa.
Between the huge success selling online this year, the large orders from abroad, and hugely successful
trade shows, some of the orders can take the company by surprise and really require a rush on
production to keep up with the steady flow of domestic orders.
If you are a retailer that has been affected by the delays in ordering Quit Tea you can sign up on the
company website for the free box of Quit Tea and samples display case. You can also order and get a
discount through the end of the month from Select Nutrition, item number 108600-8.
About Quit Tea LLC
Quit Tea is herbal supplement that is intended to help replace the habit of smoking with drinking herbal
tea by temporarily supporting willpower, detoxing, improving lung health, and more. Quit Tea is a
product of Quit Tea LLC and has been on the market since May 2010. It is distributed and sold
internationally. Quit Tea LLC is a privately owned company based in New York, New York.
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